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ABSTRACT

It is a known fact that the workplace is a repository of culturally diverse workforce, who brings their difference cultural inclinations and expertise to bear in pursuit of the general organizational goal. A diverse workforce comes with both benefits and challenges which are consequences of how the workforce is managed. This paper examines the theoretical implication of cultural diversity management on organizational innovativeness. The piece began with conceptual exposition of culture and the organization, organizational innovativeness as well as cultural diversity. Further, the paper identified cultural variables in the impeding workforce with subsequent management efforts of the diversity. Eventually, diverse cultural implications on organization innovativeness were emphasized. Findings are that; team that has variety of diverse characteristics can collectively spark a height of inventiveness, and likely exude better capacity to resolve intricate glitches and offers superior solution. Also, organization thrives creatively and innovatively in a culturally diverse workforce tolerant environment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The dynamics of enterprise operations in a highly unpredictable macro-environment always prompt organizations to become innovative as a coping strategy to remain competitive and relevant in business, this however would be a mirage without the human elements that bring to bear their expertise and efforts to keep the wheel of the organization running. Understanding the diversity in cultural inclination of these human resources coexisting in an organization left one wonder if their diversity is a strength or weakness to the organization, milieu to its innovativeness drive. Well, proffering answer to this question predicates the focus of this paper; which is tilted towards tediously investigating the implication of managing cultural diversity in the workplace on organizational innovativeness.

[1] in line with this prelude avers that firms are progressively in dare need of their employees’ creativity to deliver innovative products with superior value in the global marketplace.

Earlier investigation has shown that team diversity promotes creativity and innovativeness [2].

Thus, asserting that team’s cultural diversity is an option for coping with the challenges that comes with organizational innovativeness.

II. CULTURE AND THE ORGANIZATION

[3] posits culture as similar minds creating a niche that set apart adherents of one cluster from another. Supportively, [4], avers culture as diverse ideals and actions that frontiers of the discipline. [5] further perceives culture as justly conventional general dogmas, behaviors, and morals of a given society. From the above positions one can conclude that culture is the lifestyle of a people overly, which can be expressed in their language, dresses, foods, marriage rights and conducts in social gatherings.

The concept of culture is now implied in organizational context because organization exist as a rift of the society hence, have its underlying philosophies, believes, values that directs the behaviors of its members. Therefore, organizational culture is the organization’s prospect, experiences, philosophy, as well as the values that funnel members behavior, which are expressed in member’s self-image, working patterns, and interactions with the public. Culture of the organization is rooted in shared attitudes, beliefs, customs, written and unwritten rules that are put in place over time (The business dictionary). Additively, [6], noted perceive culture in the organization parlance as a form of shared conventions that premise organizational practices, it stipulates apposite behavior for various situations. [7] states that culture in the above light forms operands of human relations at the individual, groups and even with possible clients and investors as well as pointer to employee’s identity with their organization. More so, [8], stated that organization’s dogmas have a severe impinge on all organization actors. [9] assert that the ideas of a culture should be shared in the organization for compliance, understanding that every employee comes from inherently diverse cultures.
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III. ORGANIZATIONAL INNOVATIVENESS

Organizational innovativeness also called administrative or management Innovativeness [10], insinuates “how managers do what they do” [11]:4. The innovative touch of an organization is expressed in the unusual ideas put forward in recruitment process, resources management, tasks structuring, reward system, marketing strategies and production processes [12].

Innovativeness has multidimensional approach displaying subjective and objective traits, which [13] conceptualized as procedural and structural innovativeness. The success of an organizational innovativeness depends subjectively on how raw materials such as innovation and strategic thought process of persons and groups are harnessed for the objective structures of innovation.

[14] are of the view that an organization being innovative is a direct effect of strategic initiatives proactively concerted by decision maker as a response to external environmental changes. Implication of organizational innovativeness therefore is an overhaul consistent modification and improvement of all organizational operations to remain competitive.

IV. CULTURAL DIVERSITY EXPOSITION

Cultural diversity portrays the distinct features of a particular social system that distinguish group associations of cultural significance [15]. According to [16] cultural diversity considering organizational setting is referred to the likely and variances among staffs’ demographics; age, sex, cultural upbringing, corporeal abilities and debilities, ethnicity, and religion orientation. Workplace cultural diversity is a blend of labor force from dissimilar socio-cultural experiences working in an organization [17]. Complementarily, [18] revealed it is the social consortium characteristics which exposes the degree of objectives or subjective variances existing among groups coexisting in an organization. [16] further states that diversity makes the workforce heterogeneous, and this comes with its merits and demerits.

In a nutshell, cultural diversity in the organizational setting is all about the distinct cultural features that brandish organizational changes or similarity to one another; the blend of employees from several races, backgrounds, religious beliefs and so on [19].

V. CULTURAL VARIABLES

A whole lot of characteristics come to play when talking about cultural variables; they are the culturally heterogeneous variables or elements that characterize the organization. These variables are inherent in employees who bring them to the work place which the organizational culture must reshape.

Geographical regions, language differences, caste, religion, perceptual difference and attitude amongst others were cultural variable model enunciated to explain diversity in the workplace [16]. Further, [16] posits that organizations that employ efficient workforce regardless of these diverse cultural variables can remain competitive at the marketplace.

[20] conceptualized cultural diversities in three dimensional levels as shown below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary Dimension</th>
<th>Secondary Dimensions</th>
<th>Tertiary Dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Race</td>
<td>• Religion</td>
<td>• Beliefs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ethnicity</td>
<td>• Culture</td>
<td>• Assumptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Gender</td>
<td>• Sexual orientation</td>
<td>• Perceptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Age</td>
<td>• Thinking style</td>
<td>• Attitudes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Disability</td>
<td>• Geographic origin</td>
<td>• Feelings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Family status</td>
<td>• Values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Lifestyle</td>
<td>• Group norms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Economic status</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Political orientation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Work experience</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Language</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Nationality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source; [20] work on cultural diversity in organizational theory and practice.

The table sculpts different dimensions that entwine to turn out unique syntheses of human culturally diverse variables that interact and impact each other, and are displayed in peculiar organizational context.

Conversely, [21] revealed Hofstede’s dimensional cultural variables typology to include power distance, masculinity/femininity, individualism/collectivism and uncertainty avoidance. These dimensions reflect the behavior and attitudinal differences of individuals in the workplace [22]. [23] noted that national culture which Hofstede’s study was premised on is the underpinning of cultural diversity and understanding the differences is perceived as a competitive advantage. According to [24], long-term orientation versus short-term orientation and indulgence are captured as dimensions fifth and sixth in his earlier works.

VI. MANAGING CULTURAL DIVERSITY

Managing culturally diverse work force suitably is organizational strength for competitive advantage; employees from different cultures contribute with different viewpoints, skills, and concerns [20]. Managing culturally diverse workforce effectively implies that the workforce can carry out their work at its full potential in organization without discrimination among themselves [25].

Effective management of a culturally diverse workforce has many benefits than one can imagine including being healthier in serving a diverse external client base, display multiple perspectives and clarifications in handling intricate issues because they seem to better understand the legal, political, social, economic and cultural requirements [16].

[15] underpin that multiracial organizations have an edge in appealing and retaining the best talent. Firms that appeal to and retain qualified members and uphold organizational justice in career advancement treatments, gain competitive edge and derive high quality human resources dividends.

On the contrary culturally diverse work group has its setbacks especially under situations of hesitation and intricacy which may lead to frustration; unanimous derive to a given course of action may be a bane in a culturally diverse workgroup and can result in adverse culturally rifled organizational conflicts [15].
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VII. CULTURAL DIVERSITY IMPLICATION ON ORGANIZATIONAL INNOVATIVENESS

The impact of cultural diversity on organizational innovativeness relatively has two-pronged effect. This has been issues of concern in management and economics literatures. Positive effects of diversity can be felt in areas of increased synergies arising from the association of different viewpoints, and increased opportunities for knowledge recombination. Conversely, common negative impact is in the aspect of communication and problems resulting from conflict resolution [13].

[26] asserts that diversity in multiethnic workforce is linked with constructive outcomes which improves originality, inventiveness and problem solving. Further commenting [26] said team that has variety of diverse characteristics individuals, can collectively spark a height of inventiveness and novelty, which exudes strength to deal with complex snags and proffer superior solutions. Succinctly articulating these positions was [27] cited in [15] that creativity thrives on a diverse workforce which is the bedrock of organization innovativeness.

Moreso, [28] investigation found advanced levels of innovation in firms with higher cultural diversity tolerant region than regions with lower levels of diversity. [29], corroboratively opined that flexibility, creativity, and innovativeness are fast tracked with the unlike minds, implication is that like-minds makes one-sided decisions which limits the diameter of innovative and creative thoughts.

[30] noted that diversity can aid more sound decision-making and problem-solving prowess with diverse, robust expertise, and more vigorous critical appraisal of perspectives.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper examined the theoretical implications of cultural diversity management on organizational innovativeness. Concerted efforts were made with recourse to this purpose by reviewing prior literatures on culture and the organization with further underpinning of organizational innovativeness conceptual expositions. The paper discussed scholarly issues surrounding cultural diversity sequel to cultural variables where the paper asserts language differences, religion, perceptual/attitudinal differences, ethnicity and regional differences inclusion of Hofstede’s cultural dimensional variables of power distance, femininity/masculinity, short/long-term orientation, indulgence, individualism/collectivism and uncertainty avoidance as cultural variables observable in the workplace. After deciphering possible management efforts of these cultural differences and its implication on the organizational innovativeness the paper draw its findings and conclusion amongst others that; first, culturally diverse workforce is organizational strength for coping with the competitive business landscape; second, organization thrives creatively and innovatively in a culturally diverse workforce tolerant environment; third, flexibility, creativity, and innovativeness are fast tracked within workforce with unlike mind sets.
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